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Codrington. As this squadron lay alongside Mehemet All's
fleet in navarixo bay (1827), a chance shot had precipitated
a general engagement, in the course of which ail the Turko-
Egyptian vessels were destroyed. This happened just after
the death of Canning, when the Duke of Wellington had become
Prime Minister. The Duke heartily disliked the policy of
protecting rebels, and apologised to the Sultan for this ''un-
toward event " ; but the damage was done and the Issue de-
cided. The fact that Mehemet Ali was now cut off from his
base made it impossible for the Sultan to subdue the Greeks ;
and the withdrawal of the British and French forces which
followed merely left the Czar to reap the fruits of the episode.
When the troops were advancing on Constantinople the Sultan
agreed to the Treaty of Adrianople (1829), which embodied the
terms outlined in the Treaty of London. Before this had been
ratified by the other Powers the July Revolution had taken place
in France and the Whigs came into office in England ; but the
new Governments were as perturbed as the old at the prospect
of Russian domination in the Balkans, and they decided to
create an independent Greece that would owe its existence to
them rather than to the Czar. Some settlement of the problem
was urgent, for Capodistrias, who had been acting as head of the
Provisional Government there, had been assassinated, and the
country had fallen into an appalling state of chaos. So with
the support of Metternich (always jealous of Russia) they
created a " Kingdom of the Hellenes," entirely independent
both of Sultan and of Czar, the throne of which was eventually
accepted by Prince Otto of Bavaria (1832). Franco-British
solidarity compelled the Czar to accept this arrangement, and
in the following year a new nation-state came into existence.
§ 103. the belgian revolution.—Another matter in which
Anglo-French co-operation had decisive results at this juncture
was in the creation of an independent kingdom of Belgium. The
Congress of Vienna had given the former Austrian Netherlands
to the restored King of Holland (N4o). In some respects the

